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Bulgaria 

(1) In looking at EU-dedicated institutions within the Bulgarian Government, one ought to keep in mind that the new 
Government came to power only one and half years ago. The period before saw the reign of political forces which were 
committed to EU-membership as well, but did not succeed in establishing a sound framework for action. In fact, the 
policies observed slowed down the process of institutional and legal reform to a rather significant extent. The new 
Government's committment to seeking membership is unquestionable. It took time, however, to develop strategies and 
to see to their implementation. At the moment, there is a growing awareness that EU-accession might be further 
prolonged in case the country does not provide the institutional preconditions, procedural prerequisites and personnel 
policies crucial for gaining membership. Most of those being interviewed very clearly indicated that they see the 
present institutional structure as overcomplex and only in part workable, so that there was an almost universal plea for a 
deliberate attempt at simplyfying procedures, at ,,making the machine work", and at creating a broader base to cope 
with European issues within the line ministries as well. This in part self-critical appraisal of ,,the state of the art" was 
helped by the fact that a number of programmes did not materialise as expected, and that crucial steps in improving the 
situation, such as the yearly PHARE-programming phase, did not really meet with the expected results. This was 
accompanied by an element of confusion on the side of the donor-community as well. 

Given these drawbacks, it is especially reassuring that the Prime Minister seems to be prepared to improve the 
situation. He is said to lend his weight to the issue of reorganizing EU-dedicated institutions and has helped to push 
through two central pieces of legislation: the Law on State Administration and the Civil Service Act. Previous attempts 
at improving the administrative base and at helping to overcome the crucial bottleneck of co-ordinating policies failed; 
the ~ame holds true for various attempts at Civil Service legislation. It is to be welcomed, therefore, that there seems 
now a chance to secure most basic preconditions for EU-accession and to allow for a more professional and co
ordinated approach at preparing for EU-membership than before. 

(2) The basic institutional setting for coping with EU-affairs is indeed a very complex one. Whereas the Council of 
Ministers is the only decision-making body within the Bulgarian Government, there are a number of further institutions 
playing a role in defining and implementing EU-specific policies: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs serves as co
ordinator of all pre-accession activities, while the Ministry of Justice and European Legal Integration is responsible for 
the approximation of legislation, including the work on compliance control; the Minister of State Administration is 
responsible for training, including training in EU-affairs. 

The Prime Minister is without a personal adviser on issues of European integration; a similar lack of expertise is to be 
observed at the Council of Ministers-level. There is, for example, no Sub-committee dedicated to the European 
integration process and it is difficult to identify EU-specialists recruited to the Council of Ministers administration. The 
idea to create a Sub-committee seems to gain more and more support, however. Within the line ministries one 
witnesses no coherent system of European Integration units. It is furthermore to be noted that not all the ministries have 
set up special units to deal with the accession process so far and that the new Law on State Administration does not 
define European Integration units as obligatory units for each ministry. 

The only supporting structure that the Council of Ministers has created is the Council for European Integration (CEI), 
which is composed of those Deputy Ministers that are supposed to play a crucial role in the accession process. The 
Council is ,,open" to the outside world insofar, as representatives of other state institutions, such as the Vice-chairs of 
the most important Committees (Agencies), the Foreign Policy Secretary of the President and the Deputy Governor of 
the Bulgarian National Bank (BNB) are represented as well. The decisions taken in the Council are advisory to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs; they are not binding for the ministries and the other institutions represented in the Council. 
The Council of Ministers itself, which is supposed to meet once per month for discussing and deciding on European 
affairs, did not live up to these expectations so far. Interviewees mentioned that the last serious EU-related discussion 
within the Council took place in June 1998. 
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Below the level of the Council for European Integration, there exists an Inter-institutional Committee for European 
Integration that works as an interdepartmental co-ordinating body. It is composed of the Heads of Departments in 
charge of European integration or other officials responsible for European Union matters in the given ministries. The 
Committee serves as a preparatory unit to the Council for European Integration, but also as a forum for discussing 
problems encountered by EU-units within the line ministries. 

Below this level again, a system of Working Groups has been set up to discuss EU-related issues in detail and to help in 
co-ordinating policies within various ministries. By now, there are 30 Working Groups aiming in that direction. The 
number of Working Groups goes, of course, back to the different chapters of the Acquis. The Working Groups have 
been set up by the Council for European Integration, following the proposal of the Department of European Integration 
within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This Ministry is represented in all Working Groups, securing that the issues 
discussed will be taken up in the Acquis screening process. The tasks of the Working Groups include the development 
of draft laws related to the approximation of legislation and the participation in the screening process. 

Apart from this already rather elaborate structure for coping with EU-related issues, there are, furthermore, 11 Expert 
Groups set up by the Ministry of Justice and European Legal Integration. The Expert Groups are composed of 
representatives of the legal departments of the line ministries. Their task mainly consists in giving advice to the 
Ministry of Justice on issuing certificates of compliance and in discussing issues related to the approximation of 
legislation. The number of Expert Groups goes back to functional aspects taking into account the different sectors of 
legislation. 

There is, furthermore, an attempt of the Deputy Minister of Justice, who serves as the National Contact Person for 
Institution-Building, to set up a specific Working Group for co-ordinating respective policies. This Working Group 
aims at bringing together those five ministries that are considered crucial for the institution-building process. Therefore, 
the Ministries of the Environment, Agriculture, Interior and Home Affairs, Justice and Finance have been asked to 
serve as members, as well as a representative of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and one of the Minister of State 
Administration to secure overall co-ordination. This way, the Government hopes to secure both specific enough 
expertise needed for the accession process as well as sufficient co-ordination of the different strands of activity. 

The most recent innovation to be added to this set of institutional attempts at coping with EU-matters is the 
establishment of a Central Co-ordination Unit (CCU) for the Implementation of the Special Preparatory Programme 
(SPP) and the preparation of nominated projects to be financed from European Union funds. The CCU aims at 
performing the task of organizing, co-ordinating and providing expert advice. It discusses and improves positions and 
also gives recommendations for specific programmes and projects. The elaboration of strategic plans and projects 
necessary for the implementation of SPP are furthermore mentioned in an according regulation of the CCU (Regulation 
for the structure, organization and activity of the Central Co-ordination Unit, 8.12.1998). The CCU is supposed to issue 
permanent reports to the Minister of Regional Development and Public Works for implementing relevant projects and 
to overcome problems that occur. Represented by the Minister of Regional Development and Public Works, CCU is 
supposed to offer to the Council of Ministers structural, financial and legal help connected with the implementation of 
SPP. It furthermore provides co-ordination between central, regional and local authorities for the preparation of the 
National Plan for Economic Development and regional development plans. A further responsibility is to organise and 
implement seminars and training courses aiming at human resource development in Bulgaria; this refers specifically to 
programmes proposed by the European Commission. The task goes as far as to nominate the Bulgarian experts which 
will participate in seminars and training outside of Bulgaria. The CCU was established by the Council of Ministers in 
October 1998 (dee. N 555) and acts together with senior units within the Ministry for Regional Development and 
Public Works and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Land Reform. The units concerned are those for 
Implementing Structural Policies for Association (ISP A) and for implementing the Programme for Agriculture and 
Development within Agricultural Areas (SAP ARD). 

Examining the mentioned regulations and looking through the first minutes of CCU-meetings, it is apparent that this 
new attempt at improving the institutional set-up and securing programming and implementation this way aims at 
crucial bottlenecks of the given environment. As the SPP for the European Structural Funds might serve as the most 
crucial test in bringing Bulgaria closer to EU-procedures, it certainly deserves attention. It remains especially to be 
seen, whether the contact between the Prime Minister and the Minister of Regional Development and Public Works 
(who acts as Deputy Prime Minister at the same time) will help in overcoming the mentioned complexity via a more 
sectorally oriented approach. To link this way economic considerations, institutional responsibilities, and procedural 
prerequisites might lead to a more balanced approach at EU-related issues. On the other hand, it cannot be overlooked 



that creating just another administrative unit does not mean much within an otherwise already overcomplex 
institutional structure yet. Questions such as ,,What is the relation between the National Development Plan and the 
Regional Development Plan, the National Investment Plan and the Community Support Framework?" (see the minutes 
of the meeting of 8 December 1998) indicate that the CCU might envisage too broad a task. It is furthermore to be 
questioned whether the hierarchical position of CCU within the Government will allow for more than an extra activity. 

The process of creating CCU reflects once more the tendency to set up over-complex and, therefore, often slowly 
working institutions. As the Head of CCU explained, it was first planned to limit membership to the five key ministries 
only. Unfortunately, however, all other ministries wanted to be represented as well, so that CCU has now developed 
into a kind of ,,EU-ministry" helped by a respective infrastructure. It remains to be seen, whether the setting up of a 
,,permanent working group" composed of representatives from only three key ministries (Ministries of Regional 
Development, Finance and Industry) will help to overcome the shortcomings. It certainly needs a smaller and, thus, 
more workable institution to secure the co-ordination CCU is aiming at. 

It is to be noted, however, that setting up CCU reflects changes within the European Commission's approach at 
assisting the accession process as well. Especially institution-building and twinning are by now considered vital in this 
respect. It remains to be seen, however, whether both re-directions of PHARE will yield the expected results. This is 
not to question that expertise secured via twinning and helping in institution-building might be part of the answer to the 
multifold problems encountered in securing the adoption of the Acquis Communautaire, but it could very well be 
possible that especially twinning falls short of its expectations. There might not be enough qualified counterparts 
willing to invest the time needed to make this a fruitful approach, and it might very well be that the institutional, 
procedural and personnel prerequisites needed within the applicantr countries are still not in place. On the other hand, 
given the various policies at a more sectorally oriented approach at assistance, there might be a chance to secure 
specific expertise in a number of crucial policy areas this way. It is, furthermore, to be kept in mind that the 
responsibilities for EU-related policies are rather unevenly shared and often not co-ordinated within the Bulgarian 
Government. It could very well be that the Central Finance and Co-ordinating Unit (CFCU) within the Ministry of 
Finance will be responsible for carrying out tendering, contracting, and payments under SPP, whereas CCU aims at the 
overall co-ordination. The Bulgarian authorities, and especially the Head of CCU, have furthermore to ensure the 
continuity of the work of the more traditional GT AF technical assistance. 

(3) The inter-ministerial structures established to cope with EU-accession seem not only to be over-complex, but also to 
be under-staffed. This refers to the fact that in some cases the Working Groups set up to deal with the different chapters 
of the Acquis do not function as expected. In a few cases, ministers have not even been aware of their existence. There 
is furthermore the ongoing problem of representatives not being sufficiently trained in EU-issues in general and the 
relevant parts of the Acquis specifically. As there are by now about 15 percent of the Acquis being translated into 
Bulgarian (according to interviews at the Ministry of Justice), it should not come as a surprise that such specific 
expertise, especially on legislative matters, cannot be taken for granted. The respective ,,specialists" have done their 
utmost to be aware of and to know about the relevant legislation, but often failed due to problems of access, specific 
linguistic or technical skills, and an appropriate computer software. The attempts at training, ought, therefore, to add a 
more sectoral dimension to the mostly horizontal approaches pursued so far. This is not to deny that a whole panoply of 
training courses have been offered over the last years, only that this led more to scattered ,,islands" of specific 
information than to a broader information base concerning the Acquis and its specific elements. It is to be understood, 
therefore, that the Deputy Minister of Justice asks for further help in this direction, without specifying, though, what 
areas ought to be prioritized. Here again, specific help might be needed, as in the case of the Ministry of Finance. Both 
Ministries are severely hampered by the fact that those being trained in European law and modern financial 
management are almost certain to receive offers from private law firms and consultancy groups to join them in EU
funded programmes. This way, Bulgaria experiences the vicious circle as other countries of Central and Eastern Europe 
in which specific expertise needed and being provided by donors leads to a qualification that serves as an incentive to 
leave the public sector. 

(4) It is to be welcomed, therefore, that the European Union aims at identifying projects especially in the field of Justice 
and Home Affairs, which could be implemented under the European Commission's PHARE programme in Bulgaria. 
Refering to issues such as asylum, illegal migration, border management, police and justice, it is to be acknowledged 
that a mixture of policies ought to be taken into account. This refers to basic infrastructure and technical assistance as 
well as to equipment, training and institution building. As regards justice, for example, there remain very many issues 
to be tackled within not too distant a future. Whereas institution building ought to concentrate on supporting the 
strenghthening of the independence of the judiciary, to see to it that the court administration is being reformed and that 



the bar is being strenghthened, training seems urgently needed to cope with deficits in specific expertise for lawyers 
and magistrates. As modem legislative instruments are partly unknown, it takes both law enforcement structures as well 
as specific training on public, civil and penal procedures to meet the requirements of the National Programme for the 
Adoption of the Acquis. Ethical issues related to the interchange of the judicial system and the civil society are 
certainly important, but could be addressed in a separate way. As long as basic enforcement structures are not in place 
and the knowledge about the given body of legislation is insufficient, a certain prioritization seems needed. Whether 
both are secured, twinning or setting up special institutions dealing with these issues, remains of secondary importance. 
The deficits to be observed at the moment call for activities on all three grounds. 

(5) The obvious imbalance between the organizational set-up to co-ordinate EU-specific policies on the one hand and 
very basic governmental and legal institutions on the other ought to be addressed. It is to be adressed that very many 
policies adopted by the present Government are not yet accompanied by an appropriate process of implementing them. 
As a result, intended and unintended consequences are both to be detected, resulting in an impact/outcome that does not 
meet the expectations. Those in charge of implementing policies seem in very many cases not to possess the necessary 
skills and legislative knowledge to cope with complex matters. The still rather thin layer of public officials 
understanding and speaking foreign languages and being able to cope with a specific body of legislation poses, 
therefore, a serious impediment, if not threat, to speeding-up Bulgaria' s way into the European Union. 

(6) The two most recent pieces of legislation important for accession-oriented ploicies are the mentioned Law on State 
Administration and the Civil Service Act. Both are part of a broader ,,Strategy for the establisment of a modem 
administrative system in the Republic of Bulgaria" (Dec. No. 36/9.2.1998 of the Bulgarian Council of Ministers) . In 
compliance with the programme of the Bulgarian Government ,,Bulgaria 2001 ", which defines comprehensively the 
mission of the new democratic state in its role in regulating relations in society, and considering the present state of the 
public administration system and the necessity of its overall transformation, the government decided on the creation of 
a new administrative structure. Given the official documents, the administration would be established on the basis of a 
unified model specifying both the organization and the functions of staff members in each administrative unit. The 
model should be flexible in order to be applicable to all administrative structures and should include: 

( a mechanism for overall management of public administration, to be carried out by the Council of Ministers through 
imposing organizational standards, 

( common organizational rules for management and supervision of the activities of the administrative structures, 

( definition of the job position and function within the administrative hierarchy, 

( definition of the essential requirements for qualification to hold a position within the public administrative system. 

There are, furthermore, pleas to establish a system of co-ordination amongst the bodies of state administration and a 
commitment to endorse and guarantee a civil servant status. It is said that the status of the civil servants ought to protect 
them against arbitrary dismissal and should entail opportunities for professional and career promotion. This in itself 
would enhance its positive image and create conditions for young people to enter the public service. The introduction 
of the civil service ought to entail a depolitization of the civil servants through the separation of the political process 
from the processes and procedures of its implementation; the introduction of competitive recruitment and clear-cut 
rules for merit-based advances; the creation of conditions and mechanisms for raising professional skills via in-service 
training; and the development of specific programmes for upgrading language skills and the working of information 
technologies. 

The Civil Service Act adopted on 21 January 1999 refers to these issues, taking into account the experiences made 
within other applicant countries. The Act entails detailed provisions on the issues mentioned, partly overstressing the 
need for specification, but undoubtedly geared towards the most pressing problems of civil service development in 
Bulgaria. 

(7) The Law on State Administration as adopted in December 1998 aims predominantly at a clear organization and 
demarcation of executive powers. Apart from distinguishing between the Council of Ministers, the Prime Minister, the 
Deputy Prime Ministers and the Ministers, it entails provisions concerning Regional Govenors and the Mayors of 
municipalities. Apart from that, there are further bodies of executive power to be considered: Presidents of State 



Agencies, State Commissioners, Executive Directors of Executive Agencies and Heads of State Institutions, established 
by law or by a decree of the Council of Ministers, in case they are linked to the realization of executive power. 

In commenting on the State Administration Act, there is growing criticism that introducing two bodies of the executive 
that share common competences, the Council of Ministers and the Prime Minister, poses a problem insofar as one of 
the bodies is a collective one, the other single (C. Milanov, The Administration Act: Revision of the Constitution?, The 
Monitor Daily, 24 Decemberl998). In this article, the author is critical insofar as he assumes the law to follow a 
different objective: not only to meet the growing public need for a better political order, increased professionalism and 
more effectiveness in the work of the administrative units, but also to revise the country's Constitution and to enforce 
new principles governing civil servants activities. He seems right insofar, as the Act does not mention legislative, 
executive or judicial bodies explicitly. The expression used instead ,,state bodies of power" is introduced without 
distinguishing between the three powers. The term is indeed borrowed from the former socialist Constitution and had a 
certain logic there, since the state system was based on the principle of the unity of power of the state, and all state 
institutions formed part of that unified system. The 1991 Constitution contains no such notion because the state system 
is by now based on different principles. A unification of state bodies, however, makes it possible to introduce a unified 
scheme governing the structure and functions of the administration of the three powers and thus establishes a unified 
management of all administrations in the country. This undoubtedly places the executive above the two other powers, 
therefore posing a number of problems. Whereas the Constitution clearly propounds the idea that the Council of 
Ministers is the supreme administrative institution, being a collective body and consisting of the Prime Minister, the 
Deputy Prime Ministers and the Ministers, the Act on State Administration aims at a completely different organization 
of the executive. The Law seems to make believe that the Republic of Bulgaria has two bodies of the executive power 
sharing common areas of competence: the Council of Ministers and the Prime Minister. The difference between them is 
indeed that one of them is collective, and the other single. The single body is responsible for the organization and the 
activities of the collective body; hence, it has a dominant position. If one adds one more phrase, i.e. that the Prime 
Minister performs the functions of Head of State, the idea of a Presidential Republic is in the process of being 
implemented. 

Similar questions arise concerning the future role of Regional Governors. Whereas the Constitution stipulates that 
,,Regional Governors are appointed by the Council of Ministers" (art. 143, par. 2), the Act on State Administration 
mentiones that Regional Governors are ,,designated by decision" of the Council of Ministers. But what is the meaning 
of being ,,designated" here? Will Regional Governors be the Prime Minister's envoys? Other questions concern the role 
of local government. It has been noted that the Act on State Administration places the localities under the supervision 
of the central executive power. That is why Art. 19, par. 3 of the Act designates the Mayor as the territorial authority of 
the executive power, being followed by the provision in Art. 40, par. 2 that ,,the administration of the Council of 
Ministers carries out the co-ordination of the activities of the executive's central and local administrations". But what is 
left for local government under these circumstances? The municipal administration ought to be an inseparable part of 
the local government system, and its status is clearly definded in the Local Government and the Local Administration 
Act. The Constitution stipulates that the Council of Ministers ,,exercises the general management of state 
administration". This means, firstly, that it is the Council of Ministers, and not its administrative units, which is 
responsible for the administration. Secondly, the provision regulates general rules and requirements concerning the 
organization and work of administrative bodies and units, and not the operational management and co-ordination. 
Thirdly, the provision applies to state administration only. The now introduced legal status of the Council of Minister's 
administration is a new element within the executive's organization; before there were only two types of Ministries: 
line ministries and functional ones. The basis of this third type has now been laid: public servants ministries. The 
administration of the Council of Ministers is defined as a legal person having the rank of a ministry. The competences 
of state bodies as stipulated by the Constitution are broken up again this way, in order to give content and weight to the 
newly invented ministries. In case the Minister of State Administration controls the activities of the Chief Secretaries of 
the executive and administrative bodies (as stipulated in Art. 4, par. 5, of the Law on State Administration), what is left 
of the constitutional provision that the Ministers are in charge of the management of their respective ministries (Art. 
108, par. 3), and that they are held responsible for their actions. What will the Ministers manage or be responsible for, 
if someone else will co-ordinate and command their administration? The most remarkable element of this new piece of 
legislation is that the Law does not define the term ,,administration", nor does it define the specialised administrative 
bodies or their way of assisting state administration. It looks as though state administration consists of the Heads of 
directorates, departments and other units, since the staff employed there are public servants. The others seem to be 
technical staff. But it is odd to read in chapter 7 that administrative activities such as financial, legal and property 
management and human resources development are technical; what resources, if not financial, legal, organizational etc. 
do the executive bodies use for the implementation of their functions? The author therefore concludes: ,,the 



Administration Act is a disturbing legislative phenomenon, not because it contains some anti-Constitutional texts, but 
because it is anti-Constitutional as a whole. It is too general to be an effective instrument of the administration. Its 
principles and orientations might encite the executive bodies towards administrative arbitrariness." Given these 
discussions, it might make sense to evaluate the different pieces of recent legislation in some detail. This is not to 
question that they are well intended, but it might be possible that a number of contradictions could lead to a 
malfunctioning public service and a blurring of competencies that could be detrimental in further fostering democratic 
rule in Bulgaria. 

(8) The institutional preparations for EU-membership entail, furthermore, in the case of Bulgaria plans to establish a 
Centre for European Integration within Parliament. As interviews with a number of parliamentarians indicated, most 
Members of Parliament do not speak foreign languages and are more concerned "with other serious problems on the 
national level" than with European matters; nevertheless, the awareness of European policies has been growing over 
the years. The setting-up of a Centre for European Integration is meant to co-ordinate parliamentary deliberations, to 
foster European ideas across party lines, and to see to it that the information base concerning European institutions, 
procedures and instruments is dissaminated more widely than has so far been the case. Another task of the planned 
Centre would be to co-ordinate the work of Parliament and the Ministry of Justice between the first and the second 
reading in order to provide the expertise needed. The Centre would provide this expertise through the Ministry. Talks 
with parliamentarians from different fractions seem to indicate that the hopes to establish a Centre for European 
Integration are not misplaced. It is expected that the political decision to create the Centre will have been taken in about 
three or four months time. It looks as if there is an element of grand coalition-building regarding European Union
issues at this stage. It is widely acknowleged by Members of Parliament that the present institutional setting is sub
optimal if not seriously impaired, that it needs a concerted effort of most political (and economic) actors to improve the 
situation, and that an unambiguous legal base ,,worth its name" ought to steer the way of Bulgaria into the European 
Union. The Bulgarian parliamentarians the consultant talked to were unusually open in judging their country's capacity 
to cope with the Acquis Communautaire; they seemed to be willing to go a long way to make sure that an entry of 
Bulgaria into the European Union could be achieved at least within a medium term. 

(9) It was not possible to talk to members of the Bulgarian Mission to the EU in Brussels, but interviews at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs indicated that here again one detects an unusual awareness of the necessity to move ahead in a more 
co-ordinated way. As the present Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs will become the Bulgarian Ambassador to the 
European Union very shortly, it is to be expected that co-ordinating policies will be helped via Brussels as well. In this 
respect, it is the hope of the Bulgarian Government that in many cases the screening process could be perceived as a 
mode of ,,simulating negotiations". By putting it this way, interviewees indicated (and hoped) to shorten an otherwise 
prolonged process and to see to it that Bulgaria is not falling (further) behind other applicant countries. Another 
development to be mentioned in this context is the decision of the Prime Minister to appoint experts and not only 
diplomats as those Bulgarian representatives negotiating with the European Union. One result of this new attitude is the 
decision to appoint the present Deputy Minister of Industry as the new Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs. He is not a 
diplomat, but an expert on industrial policy. It was encouraging to note that all interviewees acknowledged deficiencies 
in the preparations of Bulgaria for EU-membership and agreed to the need for ,,streamlining internal preparations". It 
was hoped that both the European Union and donors within its member states will assist Bulgaria in shortening the 
adaptation process. The Government aims, furthermore, at seeking the advice of countries applying for EU
membership at an earlier stage. 

(10) Since the qualification of civil servants, especially the expertise in European affairs and the knowledge of foreign 
languages, remains one of the crucial problems of the Bulgarian administration, the Council of Ministers integrated a 
new system of training and re-training into the ,,Strategy for the establishment of a modern administrative system in the 
Republic of Bulgaria" (Dec. No. 36/9.2.1998 of the Bulgarian Council of Ministers). One of the main ideas is to create 
an ,,Institute of Public Administration and European Integration" in order to secure highly qualified personnel for the 
civil service. The Institute is expected to train civil servants (or those who want to become civil servants) and to make 
them familiar with the Acquis Communautaire. It is planned that they should gain some practical experience with the 
help of traineeships in European institutions in Brussels and Luxemburg. As the Minister of State Administration 
declared in an interview, he is trying to set up contacts with similar institutions all over Europe, including the ENA in 
France, and to attract leading specialists as lecturers. It remains to be seen whether the Institute to be created really 
improves the situation. There seem to be no specific plans concerning the content of the courses or the question of the 
knowledge of foreign languages at this stage. Besides, the set up of a new system of training and re-training has to be 
accompanied by an explicit retention policy, as experience has shown that civil servants who have been well trained by 
public institutions often leave and accept much better paid positions in the private sector. 



(11) Summarizing these findings, it appears that policy-making in EU affairs is gaining in importance. Understandably, 
the new Government first tackled the most urgent problems concerning economic developments. Macro-economic 
stabilization and the creation of the currency board mechanism were at the forefront of their activities. Now, there is a 
growing awareness that EU-specific policies and a more active seeking of membership ought to be a priority of the 
Council of Ministers. A clear indication for this change of attitude is the setting-up of new institutions, aiming at 
improving vertical and horizontal co-ordination. A further indicator might be the plan to create a Sub-committee for 
European Integration within the Council of Ministers itself, chaired by a Deputy Prime Minister. Using the political 
weight of the Council of Ministers this way, it is hoped to overcome the shortcomings encountered in ,,overorganizing" 
EU-dedicated institutions. There are also suggestions to create the post of a personal adviser (on European issues) to 
the Prime Minister.Whether the Government decides on such policies or not, it has been impressive to observe the 
awareness of the given problems and the ,,non-matching institutional structures". This has led to a ,,climate of reform" 
not yet observed in Bulgaria. To quote one interviewee: ,,There might by now be an accession-driven impetus at 
reform." 

In specifying the institutional preconditions, it has been recognized that domestic and EU-specific policy-making are 
different issues calling at least in part for a different institutional approach and often a different methodology. The 
predominant mode of paralleling domestic and international policy-making is currently under critical review and is 
supposed to be replaced shortly. 

To avoid an ,,overload-syndrom" by establishing new dedicated structures and by developing an improved system of 
EU-specific policy making, it might be worth to distinguish between the central decision-making body (the Council of 
Ministers), support units and a number of ,,filters" to allow for a functional division of labour and to see to it that 
decisions are reached within an acceptable time-span and on a well enough information base. It might be advisable, 
therefore, to look at experiences made with the mentioned Sub-committee for European Integration at the level of the 
Council of Ministers in other applicant countries. This Sub-committee could potentially replace other units and help in 
sharpening the interministerial mechanisms set up for co-ordinating purposes. The inevitable Working Groups might in 
this way be co-ordinated as well, especially via a core group of Deputy Ministers in charge of the most crucial aspects 
of European integration. Selecting these ministries, one ought to keep in mind not only functional considerations but 
also EU-specific competence of the personnel. It seems as if the human resource factor still poses the most significant 
bottleneck to reform. 

It might, furthermore, be necessary to rethink the division of labour between the the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Ministry of Justice and European Legal Integration and the Minister of State Administration, as well as their 
relationship with the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers. One issue ought to be mentioned explicitely: There 
is ample evidence that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is supposed to be the co-ordinator of all pre-accession 
activities, plays a formal role only in the whole process. One of the interviewees described the work of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs as serving as ,,a kind of letter box". The other ministries seem not to accept a leading role of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs any longer. The Bulgarian political culture has always geared at following a strong leading 
figure and did not rely on an elaborate system of co-ordinating and co-operating bodies. Given this evidence, most 
interview partners declared that it would be better if the Prime Minister would adopt a leading and co-ordinating role in 
the process of European integration. 

This rethinking of the division of labour could be accompanied by an attempt at taking the shortage of qualified 
personnel more seriously and to adopt a policy of staff retention. EU-dedicated institutions might even serve as 
,,islands" within an otherwise still rather fragmented and in its basic capacities in part underdeveloped administrative 
system. EU-dedicated institutions and qualified personnel could form an ,,Hlite" that might lead the administration as a 
whole. Given the opportunities that the growing internationalization of the Bulgarian administration will entail, this 
could indeed pave the way towards not only a brighter future for the public service in Bulgaria, but also a shortening of 
Bulgaria's way into the European Union. 
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Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary 

Matrix 3: EU Accession Management 

J1 There is a national strategy 
for developing public 
administration to meet the 
needs of EU Accession. 

4 Is the strategy 
based upon an 
empirical 
assessment of the 
current state of 
administrative 
development? 

Reference to 
wider public 
administration 
reform? 

Yes. In compliance with the 
Programme of the Bulgarian 
Government ,,Bulgaria 2001 ", 
which defines comprehensively 
the mission of the new 
democratic state, the Council of 
Ministers adopted a ,,Strategy 
for the establishment of a 
modern administrative system in 
the Republic of Bulgaria" 
(Decision No. 36/9.02.98), 
which includes a strategy for 
developing public 
administration to meet the needs 
of EU-accession. Besides, there 
is a National Programme for the 
Adoption of the Acquis which is 
rather focussed on 
harmonization of laws. 



Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary I 

Does the strategy The Strategy includes a list of The Government should define 
include an action actions to be taken. One of these the technical assistance 
plan, with actions is the improvement of requirements in a more specific 
technical the mechanisms and structures way. Its actions to be taken are 
assistance for co-ordination of the still formulated too general. 
requirements? multilateral and bilateral 

financial and technical 
assistance via international 
institutions and organizations. 

Does the action No. The Strategy and the National 
plan include cost Programme should include cost 
estimates? estimates for all actions to be 

taken. 

Does the action Partly. Concerning the laws that 
plan define require harmonization, the 
responsibilities, National Programme is quite 
timescales and detailed. Concerning the 
resources? administrative reform, 

timescales and resources are 
treated in a more general 
manner. 
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Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary I 

The strategy and plans have 
involved members of the 
public, interest groups, 
government bodies and the 
EU. 

4 Is the action plan 
based upon 
consultation? 

Is the action plan 
approved by the 
necessary 
authorities? 

Has the action 
plan been 
discussed with 
EC? 

Has the action 
plan been widely 
disseminated as a 
public document? 

Partly. The National Programme 
has been discussed with the EC 
while the Strategy which was 
adopted in compliance with 
,,Bulgaria 2001 ", is a rather 
national oriented approach of 
the Government. 

Yes, by the Council of 
Ministers . 

Yes. 

The documents are publicly 
available (also via Internet) but 
the interest of the public does 
not seem to be very strong. 



Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary I 

Kl There are suitable 4 Are there Does structure Yes. Institutions include: The structures established to 
institutional arrangements management have appropriate Council of Ministers, Ministry cope with EU-accession are 
for managing the process of structures with link to of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of over-complex. They should be 
EU Accession. appropriate legal legislature? Justice and European Legal simplified. 

basis for 
Does structure 

Integration, Minister of State 
managing EU 

include effective 
Administration, Council for 

accession? 
mechanisms for 

European Integration, Inter-

representation in 
institutional Committee for 
European Integration, a system 

EU? 
of Working Groups, Expert 
Groups set up by the Ministry 
Ministry of Justice and 
European Legal Integration and 
the Central Co-ordination Unit. 

Was the structure Comprehensive No. It has evolved over the last 
based upon an report on years. 
analytical report structure 
agreed by prepared for 
government? government, 

including full 
analysis and 
options/ 
recommendation 
s? 

Was the structure Local factors Partly. Other accession 
designed on the such as skills countries' models were taken 
basis of shortages ( e.g., into account, but also local 
international language), size factors and political traditions . 
models? of 

administration, 
taken into 
account? 



Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary j 

Does the Does the Yes, but due to its over-
structure provide structure have complexity the system does not 
for strong policy linkages to all always function perfectly. 
co-ordination relevant part of 
within public government to 
administration? secure required 

inputs, etc.? 

Appropriate link 
to legislature? 

Incorporation of 
interests of all 
parties, e.g., 
centre, line 
ministries, 
foreign service? 

Is responsibility There is commitment at every The Prime Minister should 
' for EU accession level but there is a certain lack adopt a leading and co-

at the optimum of political leadership by the ordinating role in the process of 
level in the Prime Minister. European integration. 
government 
structure? 

K2 The legislature has 4 Does the Partly. The Working Groups The Centre for European 
appropriate resources to legislature have and the Expert Groups provide Integration within Parliament, 
analyse legislation. sufficient support but there is still a lack which is meant to co-ordinate 

technical support of support within Parliament. parliamentary deliberations and 
needed to analyse This has lead to plans to to see to it that information 
relevant establish a Centre for European concerning European affairs is 
legislation? Integration within Parliament. dissaminated more widely, 

should be established in the near 
future . 



Average Score 

Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study_ Sample Matrix Results: Hungary 

1..,Q 

Is there sufficient 
political 
consensus for 
accession that 
detailed matters 
can be brought to 
the legislature, 
without fear of 
derailment? 

Yes. All major parties in the 
coalition government and also 
within the opposition support 
EU-accession. 



Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary 

Ll There are efficient, 4 Are there agreed Yes. The procedures in EU-
transparent, consultative and widely accession matters are the same 
procedures which reflect understood as those for other policies. 
best practice in EU member procedures for 
states. considering 

consultation, 
securing 
agreement, 
developing policy 
etc? 

-
Is best use made The Expert Groups and 
of existing Working Groups were created 
expertise in for this purpose. But there is a 
undertaking the lack of expertise within the line 
procedures? ministries and other parts of the 

public administration. 
Systematical rotation of EU-
skilled staff does not exist. 

Do the Yes. Since the procedures are 
procedures the same as with general policy 
ensure sufficient formulation and the institutional 
consultation with structure is quite complex, all 
interested interested parties are involved. 
parties? 

Are the processes Partly. There is still a lack of 
and procedures sufficient hard- and software 
supported by equipment. The co-ordination of 
adequate the documents lays in the hands 
technology? of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. 

Average Score 1:.,Q 
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Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary J 

There are personnel 
management functions and 
policies to ensure optimum 
deployment of skills, to 
meet EU accession 
requirements . 

3 Is there an 
established 
personnel 
management 
function to ensure 
that management 
needs are 
anticipated and 
met? 

Are there forward 
planning 
mechanisms to 
ensure skills 
requirements will 
be met for the 
next stage of EU 
accession? 

Are staffing 
complements are 
based upon a 
rigorous 
assessment of 
need? 

Are staffing 
levels sufficient 
for EU accession. 

Partly. The Minister of State 
Administration is responsible 
for training, including training 
in EU-affairs. There are also 
plans to establish an ,,Institute of 
Public Administration and 
European Integration" to train 
civil servants. But there is no 
overall civil service staffing 
plan. 

No. There are no overall plans, 
,,wish lists" of the ministries or 
complete empirical data bases . 

No, see above. 

No. It is considered that 
additional staff will be required, 
but no solution has been found 
concerning the financial 
problems related to the 
acquirement of new personnel. 

It is necessary to develop a civil 
service staffing plan for the 
public administration as well as 
a staff retention policy for EU
skilled personnel. 



Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study Sample Matrix Results: Hungary 

M2 Staff involved in EU 4 Do dedicated Yes. EU-related staff, at least at 
Accession have appropriate staff have the the high levels of public 
skills and expertise. necessary administratoin, are well trained 

expertise? and speak foreign languages. 

Is staff turnover No. EU-skilled civil servants The staff retention policy to be 
in areas of EU who have been well trained by developed should include 
accession public institutions often leave legislation stating that staff 
acceptable? and accept much better paid trained in EU-affairs should 

positions in the private sector. repay their training costs if they 
leave the public sector within a 
defined period of time after the 
training has been completed. 
Another possibility would be to 
make them sign a contract 
before training which obliges 
them to stay some years in the 
public sector before being 
allowed to accept positions in 
the private sector. 

Do EU accession Partly. They are not better paid The staff retention policy 
specialists have than other civil servants but should include a better payment 
appropriate enjoy more possibilities of of EU-skilled staff and better 
incentives? travelling abroad. possibilities of career. 

Have training Yes. The Minister of State 
programmes been Administration has developed 
developed to standard training programmes. 
meet the Besides, there are plans to 
particular create an ,,Institute of Public 
requirements of Administration and European 
EU accession? Integration". 
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Has a strategic Yes, within the programme of 
assessment of the the Minister of State 
skills required for Administration. 
EU accession 
been undertaken, 
and plan for 
delivery? 

M3 Provision has been made to 3 Have technical Technical assistance needs have Each ministry, as well as the 
secure external technical assistance needs not been defined across all other EU-related public 
assistance. been identified sectors. There is a lack of institutions, should submit their 

and appropriate fundamental data, although the requirements in order to 
plans developed Minister of State Administration develop appropiate plans. 
for securing has taken some steps in this 
external direction. 
expertise? 

Average score i.1 
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Bulgaria 
Institutional structure set up for the EU-accession process 
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Phare Cycle and Players 

Implementing 

! 

j 

i 

MoFA= Ministry of Foreign Affairs AG=Agriculture 



DEI=Department of European Integration 
NF=National Fund 
TRP=Transport 
ECA=European Court of Auditors 

Source: Ministry of Finance 

ENV=Environment 
CSDF=Civil Society Developmwent Foundation 
NCA=National Court of Auditors 
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Implementation Structure of the Phare-Programme (1998) 

Implementing Agencies 

Source: Ministry of Finance 
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Transfer of Phare Funds and Financial Reporting 
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Financial Reports 
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Source: Ministry of Finance 
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The structure of the Ministry of Finance 

Source: Ministry of Finance 
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List of CCU members of the SPP 

Mr. Vasil Garnizov 
HeadCCU 

Mr. Dimitar Matev 
Head International Activities Division 

Ms. Miroslava Georgieva 
Head SAP ARD Division 

Mr. Mikola Vlahov 
Head sector in SKIAD 

Mr. Dimitar Zoev 
Head Transport Policy Agency 

Mr. Stefan Kospartov 
Head International Programs General Agency 

Ms. Jordanka Stoyanova 
Head PHARE PMU 

Mr. Boyko Penkov 
Head International Relations and European Integration Department 

Ms. Petya Koprivlenska 
Senior expert International Programs and Foreign Investments 
A enc 
Mr. Stephan Sotirov 
Head European Finance Institutions Division in Foreign Finance 
General Agency 

Mr. Eli Leon Anavi 
Senior expert Foreign Investments and Integration Agency 

Ms. Magdalena I van ova 
PMU Director 
Ms. Evgenia Petkova 
Senior expert International Relations and European Integracy 
De artment 
Mr. Sergey Tasev 
Euro ean Inte rac A enc 
Ms. Vesselina Lubenova 
Executive director PHARE-CBC and Head ISP A Task Force 

Source: Central Co-ordination Unit (CCU) 


